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ABOUT
Black Shiba Inu is a community-driven project, 
Fair Launched, 100% of total supply +  $40K 

from ELITE Dev's added to Liquidity, Absolutely 
No Dev's/team tokens, We  are a Memecoin + 
Utility in the crypto sphere. And we aim to dis-
rupt the space with  our Black Shiba Inu top– 

Security to make crypto space safer for millions. 
Our  community strength is OUR mostly impor-
tant and decision making and we will  SURPASS 
all memecoins in our path with Black Shiba Inu,



completely community  owned and decision maker, 
we dedicated our time and FUNDS to implements 
and  follow what community will decide based on 
votes, we believe POWER OF  COMMUNITY to 

strength the project 



VISION
Vision is to make crypto easy, safe ,profitable 
and secured for all mankind, we  believe that 
blockchain is about undivided humanity and h-
ence bring positive  feedback to however make 
a right decision. In Black Shiba Inu we based 
on community power we give 100% decision to 
the community for the direction of the project 
completely decentralized, 100% of total supply 
+ $40k added to liquidity from our dedicated 
ELITE dev’s. IN BLACK SHIBA INU WE TRUST,



ROADMAP
Q4 2021: 

Website, smart contract, community building, 
Dex liquidity up to 1$M and at least two 

centralised exchanges listing.

Q1 2022 
Blackshibainu Army massive marketing and 
advertising toward 10000X growth achieve-

ment. Surpassing market cap mission
 

Q2 2022 
Launchpad zone building and 10000X MC growth 

achievements.



Q3 2022 
Black swap and NFT’s marketplace initiate



      TOKENOMICS
Name: BLACK SHIBA INU 
Symbol: SHIB B 
Contract: 0xfA0Ed2a3904A060d5A3096df810EbbBb7CD1F4F0 
Decimal: 9 
Total supply 5000B
 
No team/dev’s Token, all supply added to 
liquidity plus $40k with our dedicated  
ELITE DEV’S, Fair Launched 



FEATURES
We are meme token+utility, we dedicated our 
FUNDs and time to make the crypto  better 
place for all based on BSC chain our product 
are in development, NFT’S marketable place, 

all fees collected in our product will be allocate 
to a dedicated dev wallet, and community will

 have ability to vote on the usage for the better 
of the project



GOVERNANCE
we aim to make better world for all via $SHIB B, 
our top holders of $SHIB B will be grated to get

a unique governance token $BONE  B, all top 
100 holders will be eligible to receive this token 
via our smart contract,  hence ability to on the 
voting for the development of our decentralized 

project 



GOVERNANCE
we give absolutely 100% community power to run 
the project, WE WILL NEVER PAY FOR LISTING,
MARKETING,DEVELOPMENT, but community  can 

vote on a wallet that collecting fees on the usage 
of better decentralize owned  project, a reasonable 

and understandable contribution toward massive 
adaption is  mostly welcomed and respected, we 
welcome all contributors toward any development 
of the project, build a great decentralize is never 
been easy, but with  the community strength it 
always makes a way out, drop your contribution 

idea via  support@blackshibainu.finance
 


